Videorder™ Voice-based Speech Recognition and Language Processing search technology with Finder™ engine from @Your Service Media Communication Agency offers a market ready solution today, for speech recognized searching at any kind of film material on the basis of audible information inside, like words, sentences. All this independent of the language involved! The main strength of the system is Language Processing and Speech Recognition in one application package. Videorder™ allows you to search any video or audio clips that are relevant to your query. The method is a good example how the basic aim of ICEIS can be implemented: bringing together the achievements of a research team with trainers of information and knowledge management as well as with a Foundation for Information Society becoming the practitioner of the program.
FILM AS SOURCE OF INFORMATION
The film is the most concise form for communicating information. In this case it also means various sorts of audiovisual recordings like lectures, presentations, illustrations to be communicated, real life or fictional recordings. The film aims at creating a new 'frame of reference' in order to enhance the full participation and collaboration between media researchers, education authorities, media professional bodies, social and political institutions and -of course -the users. In order to encounter this tendency, citizensespecially young people -should start exploring the real possibilities of enabling themselves and the future generations to give a critical and creative answer to value-loaded image building. One of the ways this can be achieved is the new medium: the Internet. We strongly believe that future citizens, individually or collectively, will use this new communication medium to distribute their own material and offer alternatives to corporate 'mainstream' images.
As a Hungarian writer said in the early 1920ies about movie:
"Eye is like a faithful herald: as soon as it gets to know something, it informs his master about it in a short and succinct sentence. If the amount of the new knowledge is so much that he cannot make a full stop in his breathtaking report, the whole information becomes a single stream as it happens to a chain rushing in front of our eyes, we see it as a single line. The information provision by the means of recorded audio and video messages has had a serious disadvantage until now: its real time duration, its linearity meaning that it cannot be broken into searchable basic units independently of the sounding or viewed effects. Therefore Research and development of external tools to make film information searchable is being carried on in our days with great efforts.
The main idea is thus to develop new and innovative analytical tools that will allow film, television or any broadcasting consumers, teachers engaged in media literacy programs and industry professionals to better understand and fully appreciate the potential in the media output. Our aim is to present a tool and guideline for innovative possibilities -eparticipation channels -permitted by the use of the new Information Communication Technologies (ICTs).
If the above problem is solved, it also provides a device for E-Learning projects. As the teaching material can be handled by the learners, a tailor made curriculum can be set up.
THE PROLIFERATION OF MULTIMEDIA CONTENT
The volume of multimedia content is expanding at an exponential rate. Terrestrial, Satellite and Cable Television, Radio and streaming media (audio and video) from the World Wide Web means that users can choose from a wide variety of media. But the growing mountain of content raises a critical question: how do users find the information they want, on demand? Until now this question was unanswered and avoided. 
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The main strength of the system is Language Processing and Speech Recognition in one application package. 
TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Language independent speech recognition • 100% error free queries • Xml based • Integrated metadata GUI (means: real time search parallel with watching video stream, playing presentations, or any kind of additional media file)
• Result exported to any kind of database.
Videorder™ combines the most advanced speech recognition technology with intelligent text analysis and synchronization technologies to deliver unparalleled automation and retrieval of multimedia content.
Once feeding the input video or audio stream into Videorder™, it is using advanced image and audio analysis techniques to extract information of a video or audio file in real time and to create a rich index about the video or audio content. This complete, precise, time-stamped index provides finegrained access to the video content that you can use for searching and efficiently locate a specific video segment for playback. For indexing Videorder™ uses advanced indexing technology, so the user can quickly locate specific segments within the video content or audio clip. Videorder™ generates metadata tracks to save information generated by the media analysis process. The information in all metadata tracks are time stamped and synchronized with the associated digital video file. Videorder™ platform controls both the indexing and encoding processes to ensure synchronization between the metadata captured from the video asset and the associated digital file.
ADVANCED VIDEO/ AUDIO ANALYSIS
Videorder™ utilizes advanced speech recognition techniques and synchronization technologies to analyze and understand the actual content (spoken words) of an audio/video file, delivering supreme accuracy, and access to multimedia content in any form. The output of these analytical sub-processes are stored as further metadata tracks, alongside with the digitally encoded content itself; not only does Videorder™ know what was said, Videorder™ knows exactly when it was said.
CORE AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
Videorder™ uses audio analysis technology that applies advanced methods to deal with all aspects of processing digital audio signals of an audio or video stream. In order to analyse the spoken words of an audio or video stream, the audio analysis techniques used by Videorder™ are based on neural network technology that is able to provide a fast, accurate and dynamic solution within variable and rapidly changing acoustic environments.
Rather than just relying on the existing metadata for the description of an audio or video clip, Videorder™ actually provides the ability to retrieve a wide range of multimedia content, based on the spoken words that were actually said in the television or radio clip. This opens a whole new realm of possibilities for accessing multimedia online or in a database.
NON-DICTATED SPEECH
Some information feeds, like e.g. news broadcasts and radio, are often intrinsically difficult to transcribe due to noisy conditions and less than perfect articulation. Videorder™ having an additional, special feature, the sophisticated "Human Ears" technology enables it to filter out extraneous noise, to compensate low volume levels predict intended dialogue with high probability. Approaches to searching through information using simple keyword query mechanisms fail because the context provided is not enough. In such cases users are flooded by hundreds or thousands results, all of which match the query and many representing the different contexts within which the query term or terms can appear in. Videorder™ is unique in not second-guessing a user's need but seamlessly provides the automated guidance required to enrich the overall experience. Once the video or audio stream has been indexed, encoded and analyzed the digital files are stored on the Videorder™ server from where you can retrieve and play the digital files through the Videorder™ web browser. The Videorder™ video server provides fast storage and retrieval for all digital files of the indexed video/audio channel.
VIDEORDER™ SEARCH
Videorder™ allows you to search any video or audio clips that are relevant to your query. The Videorder™ query refinement feature allows selecting the best results of a query in order to produce even more relevant results. Sorting by relevance or dating Videorder™ enables the user to sort audio and video results by conceptual relevance or date.
CONCLUSION
The next step is to prepare a pilot of the training program where supposedly the participants will be actively involved in building and maintaining (moderating) their own transnational communities in order to share knowledge and insights into political, social and cultural collective decision-making for the purpose of the introduction of this new technique in training. In order to establish responsibility for these new media of exchange, participants will analyze existing virtual communities and the discursive behavior observed in these fora. By disseminating results and providing information for people, we would like to promote awareness of the E-Learning program actions and co-operation between involved institutions, players and students, the latter both interested in the further development of the tool or in using it for their studies.
